OLEG DERIPASKA MET
SERGEI MILLIAN AT THE
ST. PETERSBURG FORUM
MICHAEL COHEN WOULD
HAVE MET PUTIN
In a piece puzzling through why Oleg Deripaska —
who wrote a deceptive op-ed that was published
at his outlet — would get polling data from
Trump’s campaign manager [Note, NYT has updated
reporting to specify that Manafort sent the data
to Serhiy Lyovochkin and Rinat Akhmetov], Chuck
Ross mentions something that has entirely new
meaning given recent disclosures. Oleg Deripaska
met with Sergei Millian at the St. Petersburg
Economic Forum in June 2016.
Deripaska has denied through
intermediaries being a source for
Steele, though he was spotted in June
2016 at an economic forum in St.
Petersburg with Sergei Millian, an
alleged source for the dossier.

Here’s a photo of the meeting, which Wendy
Siegelman found.

Of course, Ross mostly cares about all this
because Millian was allegedly a source for the

Christopher Steele dossier, not for all the
other events this one intersects with.
Consider the timeline of some key events below.
It shows that the email hacks paralleled
Manafort’s increased responsibility on the
campaign.
But even as Russia’s operation to release dirt
on Hillary was proceeding (and Russians were
reaching out to George Papadopoulos to dangle
emails as well), Michael Cohen was negotiating a
Trump Tower deal, via Felix Sater, which was
premised on a meeting between him — and then
later, Trump — and Vladimir Putin. On June 9 —
the same day that Don Jr told Aras Agalarov’s
representatives that the Trumps would revisit
sanctions if Trump was elected — Cohen even
started to book his travel for that meeting. He
canceled those plans, however, on the same day
Russia’s role in hacking the DNC became public.
But two key figures in the operation did meet at
the St. Petersburg Forum: Deripaska and Millian.
And Millian would pick up the Trump Tower deal
after the RNC Convention, laundering it, at that
point, through a junior staffer who had proven
to be a useful go-between for the Russians.
We don’t know whether Deripaska, whom Steele was
pitching as a viable partner to counter Russian
organized crime, was a source for Steele’s
dossier. We do know that Manafort is the one who
pushed Trump to discredit the Russian
investigation by attacking the dossier.
As I disclosed last July, I provided
information to the FBI on issues related to the
Mueller investigation, so I’m going to include
disclosure statements on Mueller investigation
posts from here on out. I will include the
disclosure whether or not the stuff I shared
with the FBI pertains to the subject of the
post.

Timeline
January 12, 2016: Steele writes Bruce Ohr to say
Oleg Deripaska may obtain a visa for later that
year
January 20: Michael Cohen speaks with Dmitry
Peskov’s personal assistant for 20 minutes about
Trump Tower deal
January 21: Putin’s office contacts Felix Sater
about Trump Tower deal
February 21: Steele sends Ohr Orbis reporting
claiming Deripaska was not a tool of the Kremlin
February 29: Manafort drafts proposal to work
for “free” for Trump
March 19: GRU hacks John Podesta
March 29: After the intervention of Roger Stone
and Tom Barrack, Manafort joins the Trump
campaign, initially only as Convention Chair
April: Manafort asks Kilimnik,”How do we use to
get whole?”
April 18: GRU hacks into DNC via DCCC
April 26: George Papadopoulos learns Russians
are offering election assistance in form of
leaked emails
April 27: In first foreign policy speech
Papadopoulos includes signal to Russians to meet
May 4: Cohen tells Sater he’ll do a trip to
Russia before the Convention; Trump will do one
after
May 5: Sater passes on Peskov invite to Cohen to
attend St. Petersburg Forum to meet Putin or
Medvedev
May 19: Manafort formally named campaign chair
May 21: Manafort forwards request for Trump
meeting to Rick Gates, warning against sending a
signal
June 3: Rob Golstone starts arranging meeting

with Don Jr.
June 7: Manafort meets with Trump and Trump
announces he’ll have an announcement about
Hillary
June 8: GRU releases first emails via dcleaks
June 9: Trump Tower meeting presents dirt for
sanctions relief; Cohen makes plans for trip to
St. Petersburg Forum
June 14: WaPo reveals Russia hacked DNC; Cohen
cancels plan for St. Petersburg trip
June 15: Guccifer 2.0 created
June 16-19: St. Petersburg forum (Putin does
attend)
June 20: First Steele report, allegedly relying
on Millian as one source
July 7: Manafort tells Kilimnik he’s willing to
provide Deripaska private briefings; Ohr call
with Steele about Deripaska
Week of July 15: Trump campaign prevents change
making platform more belligerent to Ukraine
July 21: Sater visits Trump Tower
July 22: George Papadopoulos asks Ivan Timofeev
to help prep for a meeting with Sergei Millian;
Millian would eventually pitch Papadopoulos on
Trump Tower Moscow deal
August 3: Manafort and Kilimnik meet in New York
August 17: Manafort fired from campaign
August: Manafort and Tom Barrack take boat trip,
meet Kilimnik
October 18: Steele and Ohr discuss dispute
between Ukraine and RUSAL
January 11 or 12, 2017: Manafort contacts Reince
Priebus to tell him how to use the Steele
dossier to discredit Russian investigation
(remember, Manafort insists he didn’t lie about
meeting with Trump officials, because those

meetings happened before inauguration)
January 27: Papadopoulos agrees to meet FBI
without a lawyer, in part in hopes of sustaining
possibility of a job with Trump Admin and
possibly a deal with Millian
January or February 2017: Manafort meets
Kilimnik in Madrid

